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Dear Potential Partner,

Thank you so much for your interest in being involved with Smith Commerce
Orientation Week 2022.

For over 100 years, Smith Commerce Orientation Week has marked the beginning of
students’ journeys at the Smith School of Business (Smith) and Queen’s University. After
two years of delivering Orientation Week remotely due to limitations caused by the
COVID-19 pandemic, the Commerce Executive on Orientation (CEO) is ecstatic to
welcome over 500 bright, innovative, and change-making students in person.

Smith Commerce Orientation Week supports Incoming Students as they transition into
their new life at Smith by fostering connections and providing resources. Each year,
the generous support of our partners allows us to organize team activities,
presentations, and panels to create an unforgettable Orientation Week experience. 

This year, the CEO is committed to initiating positive change with the goal of creating
an Orientation Week that is truly inclusive. By implementing new initiatives, advancing
past changes, and rethinking traditions, we hope that Smith Commerce Orientation
Week 2022 will ensure a sense of belonging while providing students with the tools to
achieve their goals. 

We are beyond excited to introduce tomorrow’s business leaders to Canada’s premier
undergraduate business program, and recognize that the success of Smith Commerce
Orientation Week would not be possible without the continued commitment of our
partners. Ultimately, the support of our partners is essential to welcoming Incoming
Students and preparing them for a positive university experience.

On behalf of the CEO of 2022, thank you for reviewing our Partnership Package. We
are excited at the potential to have your firm partner with us for Smith Commerce
Orientation Week 2022 and join us in welcoming the class of 2026.

Sincerely,

Brooklyn Winter
Chair, Commerce Executive on Orientation of 2022

Brooklyn.Winter@queens
u.

ca
 

LETTER FROM THE CHAIR



To begin, we would like to acknowledge that the Smith School of Business is
situated on traditional Anishinaabe and Haudenosaunee Territory, and we are
grateful to be able to welcome Incoming Students on these lands.

As we move into a new year, we have begun to reflect upon our commitment to
Equity, Diversity, Inclusion, and Indigeneity (EDI+I) and what it means to our team.
Although we understand the importance of embracing tradition, we also hope to
progress as a community and school. 

The Commerce Executive on Orientation has put much time, effort, and thought into
the changes on the following page, none of which have been made lightly, as we
are determined to make Smith an inclusive and welcoming environment for all
students. We are dedicated to upholding EDI+I and educating students about its
importance from Smith Commerce Orientation Week through to graduation.

This year, we plan on reimagining Orientation Week by implementing new
initiatives while paying homage to the traditions laid in place before us.
Nonetheless, we will focus on prioritizing our commitment to EDI+I and to our
community. 

With that being said, we, the Commerce Executive on Orientation, could not be
more excited to organize and execute Smith Commerce Orientation Week 2022!
We have planned many events, both new and old, to align with our commitment to
EDI+I—the following page highlights changes to past traditions and new initiatives
to uphold this commitment. This package aims to help you understand our
upcoming events and how we are capitalizing on this opportunity to progress as a
faculty.

All the best and enjoy,

Paige Reynolds and Charlie Milley
Sponsorship Coordinators, Commerce Executive on Orientation of 2022

TRADITIONS AND
TRANSITIONING

We invite you to B'Com part of this journey!



We recognize that the tradition of Love versus Money has the potential to make
students facing socioeconomic barriers uncomfortable. Thus, instead of separating
students into Love and Money groups, they will be separated into four groups
named after the card suits: Hearts, Diamonds, Clubs, and Spades. The following
Legend of Head Boss reflects this change:

"Since they first stepped into Goodes Hall, Head Boss has been dedicated to the
Smith Commerce program. During their four years at Smith, they made a name for
themself; they continued this legacy by leading a prosperous, fulfilling career.

While many view Head Boss’s achievements as unattainable, they compare their
business success to winning a game of cards. Like business, card games have
different structures and rules, as well as elements of strategy, risk, and luck. Like life,
individuals are dealt a hand and must choose how to play their cards. For this
reason, Head Boss holds Hearts, Diamonds, Clubs, and Spades near and dear.

Each year, Head Boss returns to Kingston to congratulate incoming students on
earning their well-deserved place in the Smith Commerce program. They are
equally excited to see students carry on their legacy—only time will tell if Hearts,
Diamonds, Clubs, or Spades prevails, and if you’re able to make magic out of the
cards you’re dealt. Head Boss can’t wait to see how this plays out…"

The New Legend of Head Boss

TRADITIONS AND NEW
INITIATIVES

New Initiatives

Offering alternative uniform choices, including long sleeve shirts, to allow
students to choose clothing pieces that align with their religious and social
beliefs
Organizing first-year student focus groups to understand the perspective of
diverse students and identify areas for improvement
Improving EDI+I-focused Orientation Leader training
Emphasizing resources for equity-seeking students 
Among many others

Other new initiatives we plan on implementing to prioritize EDI+I include:



Here at the Smith School of Business at Queen's University, Orientation
Week is more than simply familiarizing students with their surroundings;
it is about fully immersing the incoming class into the Commerce family.

Orientation Week is a long-standing tradition in the Commerce
program, one that lives and breathes in all Commerce students' hearts
and minds. Smith Commerce Orientation Week allows incoming students
to confidently enter the next chapter of their lives and become official
members of the Smith Commerce family. 

From their very first day, incoming students take part in an exhilarating
journey led by their Orientation Leaders. From team-building exercises
and charitable initiatives to social night events, students experience an
unforgettable four days, familiarizing themselves with their new
environment and forging lifelong friendships. This camaraderie makes
Orientation Week so special and introduces students to the community
they will rely on throughout their tenure at the Smith School of Business.

WHAT IS SMITH COMMERCE
ORIENTATION WEEK?

CEO 2022's Vision Statement:

"Smith Commerce Orientation Week 2022 will redefine how
transitioning into the program looks and feels. Through

implementing new initiatives and advancing past changes,
Smith Commerce Orientation Week 2022 will ensure a

sense of belonging while providing students with the tools to
achieve their goals."



By becoming a partner with Smith
Commerce Orientation Week, you
will have access to a large and
diverse community of some of the
brightest, most well rounded students
that are studying in Canada. Each
student in the program is selected
on the basis of outstanding
academic and extracurricular
performance. In the Commerce
program, students learn and apply
valuable qualitative and
quantitative skills that they carry
with them beyond university. Small
class sizes, the dedicated Career
Advancement Centre, and the large
and diverse Commerce Society are
all staples that set Smith Commerce
apart from any other undergraduate
business program.

WHO WE ARE:
THE SMITH SCHOOL OF
BUSINESS
"Every day it's a new business world. Be Ready."

WHAT SETS THE SMITH
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

APART?

WHY SPONSOR SMITH
COMMERCE

ORIENTATION WEEK?

Orientation Week provides an
extremely unique opportunity to
connect with this impressionable
market. With a second to none job
placement rate in Canada, the
Smith School of Business at Queen's
shapes these individuals into the
business leaders of tomorrow. By
partnering with Smith Commerce
Orientation Week, you will have a
unique opportunity to make an
early impact on these individuals,
and to cement your company in
their minds as a front- runner in the
competitive business environment
today. 

9000 
Annual Applicants

6% 
Acceptance Rate



Academic Panel
The Smith School of Business is defined by its
intensive and engaging academics. This
academic panel will allow students to learn
more about the extensive network of
professors, administration, alumni, students,
and staff. The Class of 2026 will be formally
welcomed into the family, and provided
with the necessary tools, support, and
resources to succeed in their next 4 years.
Students will be introduced to esteemed
professors and respected upper-year
students. This informative event will take
place on September 10th. This panel will
allow students to feel confident entering the
program. Join us and help the incoming
class B’Com part of the family! 

SPONSORSHIP
OPPORTUNITIES: OUR
EVENTS



This evening event marks the
bittersweet end to a week that has
created memories and friendships to
last a lifetime, and set the incoming
students on a special path in the
Commerce program. This event will
take place on September 10th and
poses a great opportunity for a firm
to finish off the week with a lasting
impression on the students. The
sponsor will be provided the
opportunity for a keynote speech or
presentation that is delivered to all
students in a formal setting.

One new event we have this year is
Queen's Convos! Imagine speed
dating but with a twist. Incoming
students have the opportunity to
connect across faculties and meet
dozens of new classmates, upper
years, and sponsors during this virtual
exhilarating event. This event will
take place on September 10th. The
catch? You only have 2 minutes to
connect with the individual on the
other side of the screen. If your
company is looking for student
interaction, look no further than
Queen's Convos!

Queen's Convos

Godfather Gala



In addition to its unparalleled academics,
Smith Commerce prides itself on student
extracurricular involvement and its close-

knit community. This new event is a perfect
opportunity for sponsors to form
meaningful connections with incoming
students. Through a range of fun activities,
including bouncing castles, ring toss, and
a dunk tank, among others, students get to
experience the exciting environment at
Queens. This high-energy event will take
place on September 5th and will allow
incoming students to expand their social
networks and connect with upper years,
sponsors, and clubs through different
booths. The expo booths will allow
sponsors to directly communicate their
brand mission, opportunities, and goals.    

The Boat Cruise gives the incoming
students a chance to socialize with their
fellow classmates, orientation leaders,
and CEO members in an informal
setting. With two separate excursions of
250 students and a food truck lunch on
September 11th, the Boat Cruise is the
perfect opportunity for the sponsored
firm to interact with the students one-

on-one. This provides a great
opportunity for representatives to
educate students about their
organization and begin to build brand
recognition early-on. In past years, the
majority of students cited this event as
their favourite!

Boat Cruise

Comm Fair



This new event is a perfect opportunity
for sponsors to form personalized and
meaningful connections with incoming
students. After a fun-filled day of
Orientation festivities, students are
given the opportunity to wind down by
enjoying a laid-back and engaging
movie. This event will end the first night
of Orientation Week on September
5th. It highlights the close-knit
community at Smith and allows
students to take a break from high-

intensity activities to connect with
their peers, Orientation Leaders, and
sponsors.

COMMapalooza provides the perfect
opportunity for students to let loose
and showcase their talents. This talent
show is located at the Grand Theatre
in downtown Kingston, and allows
students to experience the talent at
Smith. The performances will provide
students with a fun and relaxed
atmosphere and get them excited
about what is to come for the
remainder of Orientation Week.  

 Brands will have the opportunity to
speak at the event and connect
directly with students.  

COMMapalooza

Comm Chill



This event is a campus-wide tour
focused on highlighting locations that
are frequented by Commerce
students. For this event, incoming
students will be divided into six groups
and led on a tour guided by High
School Liaison representatives and
Orientation Leaders.  This event will
also provide Commerce exchange
students with a tour of Goodes Hall.
This is an amazing opportunity for
brands to be a part of incoming
students' first core memory of their
time at Queen's and will take place on
September 4th.

Coverall painting is a tradition that all  
Faculty Orientations participate in,

and, as such, it develops incoming
student’s sense of connectedness to
Queen’s University as a whole.

Incoming students will actively engage
with each other in an informal and
friendly setting by painting their Class
of 2026 coveralls. This event is
conducive for fostering new
friendships and connections and will
take place on September 5th. This
activity is one of the most memorable
activities of the week and is an
amazing opportunity to establish your
brand in the forefront of students'
minds.
  

Coverall Painting

COMMpus Tour



Platinum Level - $15,000

Gold Level - $10,000

Platinum level is the most prestigious level of
partnership, giving you maximum brand exposure.

As a Platinum Sponsor, first-year Commerce
students, along with the entirety of the Queen’s
University community, will be cognizant of your
brand as it will be showcased leading up to and

during the week. 

The Gold-level partnership offers a valuable
opportunity to receive high exposure while

establishing your organization in the minds of
incoming first-year students.

PARTNERSHIP LEVELS



Silver Level - $5,000

Bronze Level - $1,000

The Silver-level partnership is a great way to
expand your company to Queen’s by giving you
direct exposure to students. This level is perfect
for all potential sponsors and can be catered to

your preferences. 

Bronze level sponsorship also offers a unique
opportunity to receive exposure while

establishing your organization within the
community. Bronze level sponsorship is perfect

for new and past sponsors to significantly impact
Smith Commerce Orientation Week.



 Platinum Gold Silver Bronze

Logo in the
Primer

X X X X

Opportunity
to send in-

kind
sponsorship

material

X X X X

Expo Booth
during

COMM Fair
X X X X

Logo
placement
during an

event

X X X  

Logo
placement on

uniform
X X X  

Sponsor one
main event

X X   

Promotional
material

included in O-
Week Kit

X X   

Opportunity
to speak on
main stage

X X   

Title Sponsor
of the day

X    

WHAT WILL YOU GET?



"Orientation week set the perfect tone for my first-year
experience. Through the activities, I met so many amazing
people and built strong friendships that I have kept to this
day! Being able to network, play games, and learn about
commerce was a fantastic start to queens and helped me feel
at home! O-week made me feel a sense of belonging and
helped quell my nerves about queens commerce! It was such a
fantastic experience, and I hope that the class of 2026 has
the same!"

 
"Orientation Week was a foundational experience that set
me up for an excellent first year. By allowing me to connect

with other students and experience life on campus,
Orientation Week was the best introduction to Queen’s

University and the Smith Commerce Program. Additions from
sponsors made my Orientation Week special and impactful, I

am beyond grateful to them."

 

"Orientation Week was an unforgettable experience that set
me up for success as an incoming student. Throughout the
week, I was introduced to the fundamentals of university life,

vital student resources and an encouraging network of peers -
all to support me during my time at Queen’s. Whether it be
through the insightful panels, exciting team-building activities,
or interacting with charismatic upper-years, O-Week enabled
me develop an authentic sense of belonging at Smith.

Ultimately, O-Week transformed my first-year experience by
helping me truly feel at home as a Smith Commerce student."

STUDENT TESTIMONIALS

WeiXuan Hu - Class of 2024

Hannah Pereira - Class of 2025

Sagaana Sivathason - Class of 2025



We would like to thank you for your interest in supporting Smith
Commerce Orientation Week 2022. 

 

We look forward to discussing the implementation of a strategic
partnership with you that would maximize value for your
organization as well as the incoming Commerce Class of 2026.

Please do not hesitate to contact us with any questions.
 

Best regards,

Paige Reynolds and Charlie Milley
Sponsorship Coordinators, Commerce Executive on Orientation
of 2022

Paige.Reynolds@queens
u.c

a Charlie.Milley@queens
u.c

a

CLOSING REMARKS

We look forward to hearing from you!



We hope to hear from YOU soon!


